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Teacher education has been a part of the teaching profession since the instigation of school education in 

Finland. In 1866 the first degree for comprehensive school education was awarded (Niemi 2012, 20-21), and 

upper secondary school (high school) subject teachers were required to have studied at university and to have 

completed practical training.  

 

The situation has been different in the area of vocational education. As education has developed differently and 

autonomously in each vocational education sector, this has duly affected teacher education. Soon after the 

initial school-based institutions and schools commenced offering education for practical professions, a 

discussion emerged concerning how vocational school teachers should be educated, what their qualification 

requirements should be and how to develop the quality of education. 

 

In 2010 there were approximately 14 500 teachers and principals working in vocational schools and adult 

education institutions in Finland, and about 6 000 teachers in universities of applied sciences (Kumpulainen 

2011, 68-69). All of these positions require teacher education qualifications. 

 

In this article I focus on the development of teacher education in the vocational education sector. Vocational 

education here means predominantly vocational schools offering education for working positions in the sectors 

of industry, craftsmanship and home economics for young students. However, I also examine teacher education 

in other vocational education sectors when a broader impression of teacher education is needed. 

 

School based vocational education 

The first vocational school was founded in 1899 in Helsinki. Schools were established mainly by the cities and 

it was possible for them to receive financial support from the central government. Big industry developed their 

own vocational schools. They educated workers mainly for their own production plants and their share of all 

vocational education students was not more than about 10 %   in 1920`s 1930`s. The establishment of new 

type of schools resulted in the origins of a new profession, namely teachers working at vocational schools.   

What kind of skills and competences did these teachers need back then? The curriculum in vocational schools 

was divided into three groups: vocational theoretical studies, general subjects and vocational practical studies. 

Engineers and architects taught vocational theoretical subjects, whereas teachers who had an academic 

university degree or comprehensive school teacher education took care of teaching general subjects like Finnish 

language, civics and gymnastics. Workshop masters or craftsmen were responsible for workshop education and 

the education of practical skills. Workshop training was organised by schools, except schools owned by the 

industry. General subject teachers usually had undergone teacher education. Architects and engineers had 

completed technical degree studies, but typically had not acquired teacher education qualifications. 

Meanwhile, workshop masters or craftsmen were experienced craftsmen and professional workers who also did 

not necessarily have any theoretical education (more about vocational education and training in Finland in 

Aaltonen, Isacsson, Laukia, Vanhanen-Nuutinen, 2013). 

 

Voluntary courses for teachers 
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The quality of education delivered was not necessarily very high, and pedagogical habits were teacher-centred. 

Students had a passive role in the learning process, which was not a motivating factor for them, even though 

the role of the teacher stipulates that they should be able to motivate their students and use methods to 

increase better learning outcomes (Laukia 2008, 27-32).1 

 

Thus, Jalmari Kekkonen, the Inspector of Vocational Education in the Ministry of Trade and Commerce, 

visited Germany in order to explore the vocational education system in place there. Upon his return to Finland 

he stressed in his memorandum the importance of introducing pedagogical courses for teachers (Kekkonen 

1908). Furthermore, in 1913 he began to organise voluntary pedagogical courses for people conducting teaching 

duties in vocational schools. These courses included, among other things, lectures on how to treat a student, 

how to develop as a teacher, practical training periods and excursions to industrial companies 

(Ammattienedistämislaitoksen kurssi ammattikoulujen metallityön opettajille ja siksi aikoville 4.-10.6.1928, 

TKA ). The Ministry of Trade and Commerce would go on to organise these voluntary courses for vocational 

school teachers, especially those teaching vocational subjects, until the end of the 1950s. 

 

Seeking to increase the quality of education, the need for permanent compulsory education of vocational school 

teachers was also discussed. However, due to the small number of teachers working in vocational schools, a 

special institution was not established across the board. In the school year 1925-1926 there were about 120 

persons in teaching positions in vocational schools (KM 8 and 8a: 1928 Ammattikoulukomitea). However, in a 

number of vocational education sectors the requirement of teacher education qualifications was introduced on a 

permanent basis almost immediately: teacher education in the business sector began in 1905, with nursing 

teacher education and the education of forestry teachers commencing in 1931 (Laukia, 2008, 28-29, 32-33, 36).  

 

Between the 1920s and 1950s the discussion concerning the quality of education focused on three aspects of 

each teacher: their personality, practical skills and pedagogical knowledge and skills. Voluntary courses 

continued to be offered for teachers, including psychology, pedagogy and industrial knowledge. 

 

In the 1940s and 1950s, Aarno Niini, the Director of the Vocational Education Department of the Ministry of 

Trade and Commerce, sought to increase the quality of education and encourage wider recognition of 

vocational schools. He hoped to make vocational education an equal educational alternative for young students, 

standing side by side with upper secondary general education. Yet another aim and objective was to increase 

the appreciation of teachers in vocational education and training sector (KM 1950: 32, 9). One method of 

achieving this was to develop and increase the standard of teacher education (Niini 1947). Niini asked schools 

to organise teaching demonstrations where all teachers should be present. Together, teachers and principals 

were to discuss pedagogical matters and develop teaching methods. These teaching demonstrations were 

organised in schools up until the 1970s. When vocational education increased in the 1950s and 1960s, so too did 

the amount of teachers. Voluntary courses could not continue satisfying the needs of teachers and the quality of 

education required, thus it was time to develop permanent teacher education for vocational school teachers.  

 

The commencement of systematic teacher education for vocational school teachers 

1947 saw the Ministry of Trade and Commerce prepare a 10-year development plan for vocational education 

(Ammattikasvatuksen kehittämisen 10-vuotissuunnitelma, AKN 1.2.1947). This plan included, among other 

things, the idea of developing vocational school teacher education. Of the two alternative scenarios that were 

proposed for organising education, the first sought to develop particular subject teacher degree programmes for 

budding vocational teachers. This model was close to the manner in which subject teachers were educated for 

high school, and included both substance and pedagogical studies, and would take three to four years to 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
1
 Kekkonen, Matkakertomus, 237, Suomen Teollisuushallituksen tiedonantoja, vihko 45, 1908; Rousi 1986, 117. 
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achieve a teacher qualification. The second alternative was to prepare systematic and compulsory pedagogical 

education for persons who already had practical education and work experience (Ammattikasvatusneuvoston 

kokouksen päiväämätön muistio, Kansio1. v1945-65. AKH arkisto, OPH arkisto). The Ministry of Industry and 

Trade eventually decided to move forward with the latter alternative. 

 

The Government of Finland appointed a committee to prepare a proposal of how to organise vocational teacher 

education. This committee suggested that there should be a special vocational teacher education college in 

which to educate vocational teachers. However, according the committee, vocational teacher education should 

avoid the mistakes made during the education of subject teachers for comprehensive schools and upper 

secondary general education. Previously, teacher students studied their pedagogical studies at university but 

completed their practical training periods at a particular school. Pedagogical education and practical training 

were studied separately and they did not necessarily support one another (KM 1950: 32, 9).  Vocational 

teacher education should be based on vocational pedagogical research work. This was something there were not 

long traditions in Finland. Professor Oiva Kyöstiö was among the first to make profound vocational 

pedagogical research work in Finland (e.g  Kyöstiö 1954). John Dewey from the United States and Georg 

Kerschensteiner from Germany were international authorities in this field. According to the committee, 

vocational teacher education should include psychology, pedagogy, history of vocational education, Finnish 

language, vocational ethics and practical training in teaching. One key challenge for teacher studies was, once 

again, how to motivate students. The Parliament decided to establish two institutions for vocational teacher 

education, one in Hämeenlinna and the other in Jyväskylä. While Hämeenlinna Institute focussed on 

educating teachers for technical fields, Jyväskylä Institute centred on those for the textile and home economics 

sectors. Hämeenlinna Teacher Education Institute was established in 1958 and Jyväskylä Institute in 1962. 

Elsewhere, Helsinki Business College had already started to educate teachers for the business sector in 1950. 

Concurrent with the establishment of the two new teacher education colleges, teacher education now became 

compulsory for vocational school teachers2. Thus, teacher students were required to have post-comprehensive 

school vocational education and work experience. In those vocational education sectors where there was no 

suitable vocational education available for teacher candidates, teacher education also included vocational 

substance studies. This change also resulted in those educating vocational practical skills to officially be called 

teachers. Previously they were referred to as a trainer, instructor or a similar title. 

 

Teacher education thus increased the quality of vocational education. However, teacher education for different 

vocational education sectors was only offered across a number of small units. Co-operation between these units 

did not exist and curriculums varied from one sector to the other. 

 

Teacher education in conjunction with the universities of applied sciences 

The 1970s and 1980s were decades of great change for the Finnish education system. New comprehensive 

schools were established and all children were required to complete nine years of compulsory basic education. 

In this context comprehensive school teacher education moved to scientific universities in 1971 and old 

comprehensive school teacher training colleges disappeared. Since 1979, the teacher education programme has 

been at master-level in universities (Niemi 2012, 29-30). 

 

In the 1980s there was a revision of the methods of post comprehensive education, upper secondary general 

education and vocational education. During this process vocational teacher education was also re-evaluated 

and adjusted accordingly. In 1986 new curriculums for vocational teacher education were put into use. The 

extent of the education was now 40 studying weeks (one academic year). This change was also significant in 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
2
 Teacher education still remained voluntary for example in engineer education at technical college. 
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that it was decided that all teachers working at vocational schools or institutions in different sectors should 

possess compulsory teacher pedagogical qualifications. Teacher education had thus become an official requirem 

 

Picture 1. Education system in Finland 

 

ent of all teachers of vocational studies (Miettinen 1993, 47-48). However in the beginning of the 1990s there 

were still 19 different units offering vocational teacher education (Helakorpi 1995, 198). During this decade the 

most significant progress made in education was the development of the university of applied science system. 

As decisions needed to be made concerning the kind of institutions where vocational teacher education would 

be conducted in future, the Parliament of Finland decided to establish five schools of vocational teacher 

education, which worked in conjunction with the universities of applied sciences. These schools of vocational 

teacher education were instructed to provide pedagogical education for teachers working in vocational schools 

and also teachers working in universities of applied sciences. 

 

The model of vocational teacher education that was decided on in the 1950s has continued to the present day. 

Each teacher student must have a university degree (minimum BA level, Univerity of Appllied siences teacher 

master level) and a minimum of three to five years of work experience in the field that he or she has studied. 

After completing the pedagogical studies they have then fulfilled the requirements of their teacher 

qualification. 

 

Content of pedagogical education 

In the 1950s Aarno Niini and professor Oiva Kyöstiö supported teachers and school principals to develop 

pedagogical methods together. Teachers commenced delivered teaching demonstrations on occasion, which 

other teachers then discussed and gave feedback about. In spite of these activities the common tradition in 

teachers’ work in the 1960s and 1970s was that teachers worked alone with students, and did not co-operate 

with teachers of business courses. However, the area covered by vocational education was so diverse that there 

was no single clear pedagogical method, such as what was found in comprehensive education. Learning 

environments were versatile, including traditional classrooms, workshops and practical training. There was no 

one collective pedagogical method or habit in vocational education.   
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In the 1970s teacher education included pedagogy, planning of teaching, teaching practice, oratory, writing and 

exercises (Opettajakurssin opetussuunnitelma 1970–1971, HAMK). One authority in the area of pedagogy was 

American Robert Mager and his theory concerning the taxonomy of targets. While this was suitable for 

classroom education, it was not necessarily so for disciplines such as workshop education, where students 

learned specific working skills and processes. Later, between the 1970s and 1980s, the influence of Finnish 

pedagogy Yrjö Engeström increased. Teacher education concentrated on more student-centred methods, as 

education should be more connected to business life and education should also develop working life (Engetröm 

1970, 224-259). The basis of vocational teacher education qualification now encompassed degree programme 

and work experience that combined academic and vocational tradition and pedagogical education (Helakorpi 

1995, 173).  

 

In the 1990s the extent of pedagogical education was 40 studying weeks, which included general pedagogical 

studies, vocational pedagogical studies, practical training periods and optional studies. In 2005, according to 

European Union suggestions, higher education incorporated the European credit transfer system (ects). The 

extent of teacher education became 60 ects points (one academic year). Also the curriculum changed from a 

subject-based curriculum to one that was competence-based. 

 

Today, vocational teachers have to be specialists in their own field. In pedagogical studies, students 

concentrate on achieving competency in teaching and guidance, networking and research and development 

(http://www.haaga-helia.fi/en/school-of-vocational-teacher-education/vocational-teachers-programme/liitteet-en

g/2012-2013_HH_AOKK_curriculum.pdf). The teacher education programme is the same for all teachers from 

different vocational sectors. During their studies teacher students also learn from one another. The reasoning 

behind each student’s acquisition of the resultant competencies is preparing for the working demands of the 

modern teacher. The teacher uses student-centred methods and versatile learning environments, co-operating 

with other teachers and business life to develop and access his or her own work and the learning outcomes of a 

student. The teacher education programme is a developmental programme for a student but it is also a social 

process where teacher students develop their skills for co-operation with other teachers, other specialists such 

as student counsellors and special needs teachers and business life. 

 

Conclusions 

The first Finnish vocational school was founded in 1899 in Helsinki, which led to the instigation of voluntary 

pedagogical courses for persons working in teaching positions at vocational schools in 1913. These courses were 

organised by Ministry of Trade and Commerce until the end of 1950s. However, the standard of this education 

was questionable, with the motivation of students and the quality of learning outcomes frequently brought into 

question. It took several decades until teacher education received a permanent, clearly organised position, as 

there was lack of financial recourses and the number of teachers was not substantial. In the beginning of the 

1960s the amount of vocational education on offer increased dramatically, bringing about the establishment of 

special institutions for teacher education. There was a need for the teacher education model, which was fast 

and economical, but effective. Pedagogical education was offered for those who already had completed their 

vocational degree studies and only required work experience. This model still exists in Finland today. 

Furthermore, general subject teachers had to have a master’s degree.  

 

Since 1986 teacher education has been compulsory for all teachers across all vocational education sectors. In 

the 1990s vocational teacher education was concentrated into five schools of vocational teacher education in 

conjunction with the universities of applied sciences. Today vocational teacher education is answering the 

challenges that Finnish society places on vocational education. Vocational education should educate skilled 

workers and entrepreneurs, develop business life, educate good citizens and offer each student the possibilities 
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for continuing with their studies. During vocational teacher education theories of learning are put into practice. 

Teacher education integrates different traditions of science, along with encouraging the versatility of teacher 

student groups that concentrate on bringing together different types of students and developing new 

pedagogical methods.  

 

During the last couple of decades the appreciation for vocational education has increased, along with that of the 

vocational teachers’ status. We can see this also when we observe the amount of applicants for teacher 

education in recent years: there have been more applicants for teacher education than there have been 

available student places.   
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Appendix 1 

Important Milestones in the History of Teacher Education in Finland 

 

1862  Comprehensive teacher education begins. 

1905  Practical training for business teachers commences. 

1913 Voluntary pedagogical courses for vocational school teachers introduced. 

1930 Practical training for agriculture teachers offered. 

1931 Nurse teacher education, forestry teacher education begins. 

1950 Education for business schoolteachers introduced in Helsinki. 

1958 Hämeenlinna Vocational Teacher Education Institute opens. 

1962 Jyväskylä Vocational Teacher Education Institute opens. 

1973  Comprehensive schoolteacher education initiated in conjunction with universities. 

1986 Compulsory pedagogical education for all teachers working in vocational schools and 

institutions introduced. 

1996-1997 Five schools of vocational teacher education are established, in conjunction with 

universities of applied sciences. 

2005  Higher education changed to the European credit transfer system and teacher 

education programme is 60 ects. 

 

 

 


